
Annex 11.1 
 
Reading and Marking Guidance 2015 
Rights of Way and Commons 
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The following guidance should be applied to the reading and marking of any 

decisions read with effect from August 2015.  Decisions that are marked pre-
issue will be described as Issuable or Non-Issuable, whereas the equivalent 
descriptions in post-issue reading will be Green or Red. 

 
2.  Summary of Reading and Marking Guidance 
 
2.1 The 2 box mark scheme is summarised below: 
 

Issuable/Green 
 

An Issuable/Green decision is free from any significant 
errors and so could be issued without a significant risk of 
a justified complaint or successful High Court challenge.  
However, it may not be a perfect decision. 

Non-
Issuable/Red 
 

A decision which is Non-Issuable/Red is one that contains 
a significant error that would be likely to lead to a 
justified complaint or a successful High Court challenge. 
 
Some decisions may contain a number of smaller errors.  
Taken individually these might not lead to a justified 
complaint or successful High Court challenge.  However if, 
taken cumulatively, they would significantly undermine 
the authority of the decision and confidence in it, the 
decision would be Non-Issuable/Red.  

 
2.2 Annex 11.1.1 provides detailed marking guidance for readers.  It lists the 

matters that will often feature in a good decision and indicates the likely mark.  
The aim of this guidance is to help ensure marks are consistent.  Please have 
careful regard to it when marking decisions.  However, it is not intended to 
cover every eventuality. 

 
3.  Advice on marking categories 
 
3.1 Decisions are considered in relation to the following categories: 

• Coverage 
• Structure/reasoning 
• Presentation/accuracy 
• Modifications/commons consent 
• Timeliness 

 
3.2 Annex 11.1.2 defines what falls within the scope of these categories. 
 
4.  Providing feedback to Inspectors 
 
4.1 The aim is not to achieve absolute perfection.  However, achieving a high 

quality of decisions is important. 
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4.2 Providing constructive and helpful feedback is an essential part of the reading 
process.  For Inspectors in Training (IITs) you should always complete a mark 
sheet (see example in Annex 11.1.3) and send it to the Inspector.  Also, if 
targeted pre-issue reading is being carried out for performance management 
of Inspectors who are no longer in training, a mark sheet should be completed 
(see example in Annex 11.1.3) and sent to the Inspector. 

 
4.3 Otherwise, where reading is carried out post-issue for performance 

management of salaried Inspectors, a mark sheet is not necessary but the 
Inspector should be clear from comments received why a decision is Red.  
Comments and the mark should be included on the Monitoring Sheets.  
Comments should also be included for Green marks where the decision is of 
exceptional quality e.g. at least some of the subject matter is unusually 
complex and/or the proposal is for larger scale development (Levels A-C), and 
the decision is of the highest quality when measured against all of the 
relevant marking criteria. 

   
4.5 Much of the following guidance on the process is primarily aimed at reading 

and marking of IIT decisions. For other Inspectors, feedback on post-issue 
reading can be included within the Mid-Year Review and the Annual Staff 
Review unless there is a particular need to feedback immediately to ensure 
that significant issues with decisions are not repeated.  Given that much of 
the following refers to marking of IIT decisions, the marking 
descriptors used are Issuable or Non-Issuable but it is important to 
note that if the decision is marked post-issue, these should be 
replaced by Green or Red.   
 

4.6 Wherever possible, you should phone the IIT to discuss your views before you 
finalise the mark sheet or the mark.  This is because: 
• discussion with the Inspector may affect your understanding of the case, 

your comments and the mark; 
• Inspectors need to gain a clear understanding of any significant concerns; 
• it provides an opportunity to discuss good practice and potential 

improvements (even when the decision is Issuable, and  
• verbal praise is a great motivator and confidence booster. 

 
4.7 It is important that, under the 2-box system, readers should always 

compliment Inspectors where decisions are especially good and where difficult 
issues have been well handled. 

 
4.8 When marking please bear in mind that, as long as the essentials are covered, 

there may be more than one approach to writing a sound decision. 
 
5.  Timeliness – submission of decision for reading 
 
5.1 The targets for IITs are as follows: 
 

Written representations 15 working days after the site visit 
Hearings  20 working days after the event 
Inquiries 20 working days after the event 
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5.2 Cases submitted within these targets1 will be marked Issuable for timeliness.  
Cases submitted outside these targets will be marked Non-Issuable – unless 
the Inspector has agreed a revised date with a SIT or there are exceptional 
circumstances (for instance where further comments/information has been 
sought from the parties or personal circumstances). 

 
6.  Timeliness – return of amendments 
 
6.1 Where amendments are required the targets for re-submitting the decision for 

reading are normally as set out below but these can be adjusted by the SIT or 
Reader depending on workload priorities: 

 
where the amendments can be made without the file 2 working days 
where the file is returned to the Inspector 5 working days 

 
6.2 The day the file is read is not counted as a working day. 

 
7.  The overall mark 
 
7.1 For the overall mark to be Issuable, all sub-categories - coverage, 

structure/reasoning, presentation/accuracy, conditions (where relevant) and 
timeliness - must be marked Issuable. 

 
7.2 The overall mark would be Non-Issuable if any of the sub-categories are 

marked Non-Issuable.  
 
7.3 If the overall mark is Non-Issuable, remember to complete the table on the 

mark sheet to identify the specific error category (see Annex 11.1.3). 
 
8.  Costs decisions 
 
8.1 Costs decisions should be read and comments made but not given a mark.  

Comments on the costs decision should be made on the same mark sheet as 
the appeal decision. 

 
9.  Amendments mark sheet 
 
9.1 Comments on amended decisions can be made on an ‘amendments mark 

sheet’ or if not significant, by e-mail. 
 
10.  Clearing decisions for issue 
 
10.1 When you are satisfied a decision is Issuable it can be ‘cleared for issue’ (CFI). 
 
10.2 In most cases a Reader suggesting amendments to a decision should be 

content to leave it to the Inspector without further amendments being 
submitted for reading.  However, in doing so the reader must be satisfied that 
the changes suggested are clear and self-explanatory.  In cases where there 
are significant changes required to the structure, coverage or reasoning,  
the amended decision is likely to need to be submitted for reading again. 

 

1 For all targets the 1st working day is the day after the event.   
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11. Casework targets and reading priorities 
 
11.1 It is important to give priority to reading cases where the target is close but 

could still be met.  
 
12. Skim reading 
 
12.1 Where IITs are making good progress some or all of their decisions can be 

‘skim read’ without the file.  This reading should generally be carried out by 
SITs.  The Inspector should be told in advance that decisions (all or certain 
types) are to be “skim read”.  Skim reading involves checking the decision for 
structure, coverage, reasoning and errors without referring to any of the 
supporting documentation.  If there are concerns about elements of the 
decision it may be necessary for the Reader to ask for the file. 
 

13. Freedom of Information 
 
13.1 When making comments on a mark sheet you should consider the possibility 

that they might, at some stage, be made public.  Accordingly, your language 
should always be measured and your comments phrased in such a way as to 
leave all in no doubt that the appointed Inspector is the sole decision maker. 

 
14.  The reading process - administration 
 
14.1 This is set out in detail in Annex 11.1.4. 
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Annex 11.1.1 – Further marking guidance for readers 
 
This table contains a list of the matters that will often feature in a good 
decision/report and an indication of the likely mark.  The aim is to help Readers 
achieve a degree of consistency.  However, it is not possible to be prescriptive 
about every possible scenario and judgement needs to be applied having regard to 
the IIS and relevant training and briefing manuals. 
 
Issue/matter to be covered Advice on mark 
Overall  
The Quality Unit records two 
categories of Decision – those 
which are free from significant 
error (Issuable) and those which 
are not (Non-Issuable).   

Issuable 
 
An Issuable decision is one which is free from 
any significant errors and so could be issued 
without a significant risk of a justified 
complaint or successful High Court challenge.  
However, it may not be a perfect decision. 
 
Readers should always complement 
Inspectors where decisions are particularly 
good and where difficult issues have been 
well handled. 
 
Readers should also provide advice on good 
practice and potential improvements. 
 
Non-Issuable 
 
A decision which is Non-Issuable is one that 
contains a significant error that would be 
likely to lead to a justified complaint or a 
successful High Court challenge. 
 
Some decisions may contain a number of 
smaller errors.  Taken individually these 
might not lead to a justified complaint or 
successful High Court challenge.  However if, 
taken cumulatively, they would significantly 
undermine the authority of the decision and 
confidence in it, the decision would be Non-
Issuable.  
 

Heading and Decision 
 

 

Components: 
• Event date 
• Reference 
• Order/Common name 
• Relevant authority 
• Decision type (date, 

relevant section of the 
relevant Act) 

• Description of route(s)/ 

Issuable 
 
Contains no significant errors.  It should not 
give rise to any legitimate concern that the 
appeal might have been determined on the 
wrong basis. 
 
The following minor errors would not 
necessarily lead to a decision being Non-
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land affected  
• Description of intended 

effect of Order/application  
 

Issuable (provided that the problem does not 
significantly undermine the authority of the 
decision): 
• a misplaced or transposed digit 
• missing out a small section of the reference 

or a non-critical part of the description  
 
Non-Issuable 
 
Contains an error which might reasonably 
lead the parties to conclude that the appeal 
had been determined on the wrong basis 
such as: 
• a wholly incorrect reference number, 

address or decision date 
• an inaccurate and misleading description of 

Order or application  
• reference to the wrong Act or part of the 

Act 
 
Or a mistake or which significantly 
undermines the authority of the decision 
such as: 
• an incorrect site visit date, authority name 

or location  
• an incorrect spelling of the applicant’s 

name, Council’s name or a key part of the 
identification of the land under 
consideration 

• an error in the reference. 
 

Procedural Matters 
 

 

Where relevant explain: 
• ambiguities over Order or 

application plans 
• failure of one party to attend 

the event and any action 
taken 

• a neutral stance by the OMA 
• that a costs application was 

made  
• any issues over 

readvertisement prior to the 
decision being issued 

• explain approach to linked 
decisions 

 

It is not always essential that these matters 
are dealt with in a separate procedural 
section.  In some cases it may be acceptable 
to deal with them elsewhere in the decision. 
 
Issuable 
 
All necessary matters are covered clearly and 
concisely and the basis on which the decision 
has been considered is clear. 
 
Any omissions would be minor and would not 
give rise to concerns that the appeal had 
been considered on the wrong basis.  This 
might, for example, include omitting to 
explain the approach to linked decisions, 
provided that the overall approach taken in 
the reasoning is clear and sound. 
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Non-Issuable 
 
If the error or omission is such that: 
• there may be doubt over potential 

prejudice arising from procedural matters  
Main Issues 
 

 

These should: 
• be clearly set out (in a 

separate section or at the 
start of the reasoning) 

• include all key issues raised in 
relation to the relevant parts 
of the Act(s) 

• be short, specific and neutral 
• avoid surprises 

Issuable 
 
The main issues are clearly set out and are 
reasonably short, specific and neutral.  All 
relevant key issues are covered. 
 
However, they might benefit from minor 
amendments to improve clarity or to be 
more concise. 
 
Non-Issuable 
 
The main issues have not been correctly 
identified and this would be likely to 
significantly undermine confidence in the 
decision – for example: 
• omitting a key issue,  
• phrasing which is not likely to be seen as 

neutral, 
• ambiguity 
• the inclusion of a ‘surprise’ issue 
 

Reasoning & coverage of 
main issues and other 
matters 
 

 

Should: 
• deal with all main issues (and 

all main arguments relating 
to these) 

• consider all main ‘losing’ 
party comments 

• be based solely on evidence 
available ensuring natural 
justice (i.e. no surprises) 

• avoid unnecessary coverage 
of ‘winning’ party comments 

• reach clear, authoritative and 
credible conclusions based on 
reasoning not assertion 

• be clearly structured with no 
repetition 

• avoid reiterating the cases of 
the parties 

• avoid unnecessary 
description of site, 
surroundings or proposal 

Issuable 
 
Generally deals with all necessary issues and 
matters in a clear, concise, logical and 
convincing manner with no significant 
extraneous material or errors. 
 
The following would not necessarily lead to a 
decision being Non-Issuable (provided that 
the problem does not significantly undermine 
the authority of the decision): 
• inclusion of some extraneous material (for 

instance, unnecessary reiteration of the 
parties cases or findings on matters which 
need not have been covered) 

• reasoning that would benefit from 
strengthening/more analysis 

• a structure that would benefit from some 
minor improvement 

• drafting that would benefit from being 
more concise 
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• ensure that each sentence 
has a purpose and is relevant 
to the decision (avoid 
statements that will lead the 
parties to think -  ‘so what’) 

• not include any ‘helpful’ 
comments  

• deal with previous decisions 
where relevant (to show 
consistency) 

• conclude against the main 
issue  

• conclude against the 
statutory tests (where 
relevant) 

• include a concluding 
balancing paragraph where 
necessary 

• correctly identify and deal 
with ‘other matters’ 

 

 
Non-Issuable 
 
Contains significant flaws which cast serious 
doubt on the Inspector’s understanding or 
assessment of the proposal and / or the 
cases put or raise conflicts with the principles 
of natural justice - for instance, because: 
• key losing party arguments or important 

material considerations on the main 
matters at issue have not been assessed, 
and / or reasons appertaining to them not 
given 

• the findings are based on assertion not 
reasoning 

• the findings are based on evidence which 
was not before the parties 

• the reasoning is illogical, contradictory or 
ambiguous 

• there are no clear conclusions against the 
main issue/policy/statutory test (where 
relevant) 

Presentation, accuracy, 
readability and tone 

 

Components: 
• correct authority, common 

name/number, compass 
points, dimensions, document 
titles and case law 
reference/numbers etc. 

• correct use of grammar and 
punctuation (including 
commas and colons) 

• concise and easily readable 
using short sentences and 
paragraphs 

• avoids jargon and uses plain 
English (where possible) 

• appropriate tone, tactful 
 

Issuable 
 
No significant flaws.  The decision should 
generally be concise, clear, well-structured, 
authoritative, readable and jargon free 
(where possible). 
 
The following would not necessarily lead to a 
decision being Non-Issuable: 
• a very limited number of typos (in 

proportion to the length of the decision – 
for instance no more than 2 in a short 
decision) - provided that the typo does 
not affect meaning 

• minor inaccuracies in punctuation 
• overly-long 
• not giving full titles to documents 
 
Non-Issuable 
 
Significant problems – for example: 
• if factual errors (e.g. in terms of compass 

points, document titles etc.) undermine 
the authority of the decision or cast 
serious doubt on the Inspector’s 
understanding of the case and evidence 

• if the language, grammar, punctuation 
and structure is so poor that it creates 
doubt over meaning or makes it difficult 
to read and extract clear meaning 
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• the clarity of the decision is clouded by 
length, repetition or ambiguity 

• there are so many typos that confidence 
in the decision would be undermined 
(having regard to the length of the 
decision) 

• if the tone used would be likely to lead to 
a justified complaint (for instance, due to 
insensitivity) 

 
Modifications and commons 
consent 
 

 

• include all modifications, 
consents and conditions which 
have previously been 
indicated in the reasoning 

• ensure reference to correct 
part of Act re: advertisement, 
if required 

• include plans where relevant 
(referring to correct plans – 
for instance if amended) 

 

Issuable 
 
All modifications/consents are necessary and 
are clearly, accurately and concisely drafted 
with no significant errors. 
 
The following would not inevitably lead to a 
decision being Non-Issuable: 
• inclusion of unnecessary detail  

 
Non-Issuable 
 
Serious errors which undermine the decision, 
for instance because: 
• reasons have not been given for imposing 

or not imposing conditions (in certain 
commons cases) 

• reasons do not adequately explain the 
need for the condition 

• omitting a modification referred to in the 
decision itself 

• incorrect identification of the land/route 
affected 

Formal Decision 
 

 

If confirmed, in accordance with 
details in heading (unless 
subsequently amended) 
If not confirmed, dismiss 
If modified – proposed or 
modified? 
 

Follow the same marking principles as for 
‘Heading’ above 

 
Matters that should not result in a decision being regarded as Non-
Issuable 
 
• use or non-use of headings and adjustment of template headings 
• matters of individual style 
• the way the main issues are set out (bullets or paragraph format) 
• not following PINS typing conventions 
• reciting or not reciting extracts from Acts 
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• not giving the full reference for other decisions 
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Annex 11.1.2 - Marking categories 
 
The following table describes each of the four marking categories. 
 

Category Description 

Coverage Does the decision take into account all necessary elements?  Are all 
arguments appertaining to the main matters at issue covered, 
particularly those of the losing party? Has the Inspector taken 
account of anything he/she should not, or introduced something 
that would come as a surprise?  Have any unnecessary “helpful” 
comments or comments about matters that are not directly 
relevant to the appeal been included?   

Structure & 
Reasoning 

Is the decision set out in a logical sequence leading to a sound, 
convincing decision? Are the issues/material considerations clearly 
and correctly defined?  Do the conclusions relate to the defined 
issues/matters? Does the decision contain clear conclusions in 
relation to the relevant Act(s)? Does the decision demonstrate 
correct understanding and application of relevant policy and case 
law?  Does it display sound judgement? 

In respect of a costs decision where an award is made, does it 
follow from the reasoning? Has the distinction between a 
full/partial award been made where necessary? Does the decision 
demonstrate correct understanding and application of the costs 
regime and relevant case law?  Is the correct award made as 
indicated by the reasoning? Is the actual award clearly and 
correctly written? Where a partial award is made, is the basis of 
the award clear and explicit? 

Presentation 
& Accuracy 

Does the decision contain any factual errors, including names, 
compass points, etc.?  Is the decision correct in terms of spelling, 
grammar and punctuation?  Is the meaning clear? Are the 
sentences and paragraphs too long?  Does it have a clear 
structure? Is the decision clearly written in plain English?  Is it 
concise and easily readable?  Does it avoid using inappropriate or 
potentially offensive wording or jargon?  Is the tone pretentious, 
arrogant or monotonous? 

Modification
s 

Have reasons been given for modifications or for not making them 
when they have been suggested or requested?  Have all the 
modifications/conditions which the Inspector indicates as necessary 
been attached in the decision?  In a report has the Inspector 
clearly indicated what modifications or conditions he or she 
considers should be attached and given reasons why? 
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Annex 11.1.3 – decision mark sheet 
 

INSPECTOR IN TRAINING – MARK SHEET 

 
PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE THIS SHEET OR THE NFI FROM THE FILE  
 
Inspector:   File Ref:   
 
Decision 
 
Overall Comments 
General comment on decision, including summary of reasons why it is marked 
NI/Red (as necessary) 
 
 
 
Detailed Comments 
Detailed comments on decision making it clear which elements of the decision 
make it NI/Red (as necessary) 
 
PAGE PARA LINE COMMENTS  NI             

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 
COVERAGE  
STRUCTURE/REASONING  
PRESENTATION/ACCURACY  
MODIFICATIONS/CONDITIONS  
TIMELINESS      
TIMELINESS FOR RETURN OF AMENDMENTS 
Target: 2 working days by e-mail, or 5 working days from receipt of file 
if returned to the Inspector 

 

OVERALL MARK 
Must be no higher than the lowest mark in any category. 

 

Allocation of case  
Decision of case  
 
If the decision has been accorded a Non-Issuable mark on any of the main 
categories above (excluding timeliness), please identify which error categories 
apply, using the table below.  If the decision has been accorded an Issuable 
mark overall (excluding timeliness), please ignore the table below. 
 
Please select the relevant error categories below for each Non-Issuable mark 
given above.  Please select those errors which contribute to the Non-Issuable 
mark(s).  For example, if the decision has been accorded a Non-Issuable mark 
for Structure/Reasoning above, please identify which errors apply (e.g. ‘No clear 
conclusions on Development Plan’, and, ‘Decision not set out in a logical 
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sequence’). 
Coverage  
Took into account an irrelevant factor  
Failed to take into account/give appropriate weight to a relevant 
factor 

 

Misinterpreted a relevant factor  
Unnecessary / Inappropriate comments  
  
Structure/Reasoning  
Inadequate reasoning / justification  
Decision not set out in a logical sequence   
No clear conclusions on relevant tests   
Incorrect application of policy / case law  
Failure to comply with rules of Natural Justice  
Other significant errors that could have affected the outcome  
  
Presentation/Accuracy  
Wrong word or number  
Error in site description/names or identities of parties  
Wrong authority or geographical location  
Erroneous or missing "not"  
Missing Text  
Minor factual errors (not affecting outcome of appeal)  
Other problem with decision/report  
  
Modifications/commons consent  
Modification or consent/condition complete but imprecise, vague or 
unenforceable 

 

Modification or consent/condition complete but an element is wrong  
Modification or consent/condition incomplete  
Failed to make necessary modification or consent/condition  
Exceeded or mistook powers in attaching conditions or advertising 
modifications  

 

No reasons given for imposition of conditions  
Other problems with modification or consent/condition (not typos)  
 
 
Reader:   Date file read:   
 
Note to Inspector: 
 
Please return the amended version to your offices within 2 working days (5 
working days if the paper file is required) (not including the day this Mark Sheet 
was sent to you) to help meet our timeliness targets for despatching the decision. 
 
Please return the file once amendments have been made.  Destroy any superseded 
master copy, but do not remove any other notes or copies from the file. 
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Annex 11.1.4 - Reading process for IITs- Administration 
 
What decisions to read 
 
1. SITs will initially read the decisions of their IITs.  However, in order to balance 
workloads SITs may also read decisions written by other IITs. 
 
2. If you are working at home the decisions you need to mark will be posted to 
you.  If you are working in the office you will be able to pick up any files. 
 
3. If the decision is to be skim read only the decision will be e-mailed to you and 
the file will stay in the office.  If you subsequently find you need the file call the 
office. 
 
Reading process 
 
4. Read the decision and reach a provisional view on it.  You will find a mark sheet 
for the decision in the relevant folder.  The timeliness mark will already have been 
added.  You will also find a blank ‘amendments mark sheet’ in the folder. 
 
5. If you are likely to give a Non-Issuable mark, it is best to call the Inspector to 
discuss it in person.  If the mark is Issuable then it can still be helpful to speak to 
the Inspector to explain possible improvements and to congratulate them in 
person. 
 
6. E-mail the finalised mark sheet to the Inspector.  In the subject box type the 
reference.  Copy the e-mail to the office. 
 
7. Print a copy of the mark sheet and place it at the top of the file (if you have it).   
 
8. If the Inspector needs the file back post it to them straight away. 
 
9. If the Inspector does not need the file back – keep it until the decision has been 
CFI. 
 
10. Follow the same process for any ‘Amendments Mark Sheets’ and copy all e-
mails to the office.  Print a copy of the final ‘amendments mark sheet’ and place it 
at the top of the file (if you have it). 
 
11. When you are satisfied that the decision can be CFI – confirm this by e-mail to 
the IIT and entitle the e-mail ‘COM 212 CFI’.  Copy the e-mail to the office.  In the 
early days it is best to explain in the e-mail that - the decision is now cleared for 
issue, that the Inspector should send it to the office mailbox without delay. 
 
12. If you have the file, post the file back to the office filling in the ‘ladder’ on the 
front of the file on the same day (or the next at the latest). 
 
13. You may suggest amendments to a decision which you are happy to leave to 
the Inspector without you seeing any amendments (perhaps because they are 
minor or because you have confidence in the particular Inspector to make the 
changes).  If so, you should title the e-mail ‘COM 212 Mark Sheet & CFI’, ‘COM 212 
Amendments Mark Sheet & CFI’, or ‘COM 212 Amendment(s) & CFI’. 
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